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A B S T R A C T

Tension pneumothorax, a major preventable cause of battlefield death, often arises from chest trauma and is
treated by needle decompression to release trapped air from the pleural cavity. Surgical simulation mannequins
are often employed to train medical personnel to perform this procedure properly. Accurate reproduction of the
mechanical behavior of the parietal pleura, especially in response to needle penetration, is essential to maximize
the fidelity of these surgical simulators. To date, however, the design of pleura-simulating material has been
largely empirical and based on subjective practitioner feel rather than on the tissue properties, which have
remained unknown. In this study, we performed uniaxial extension tests on samples of cadaveric human parietal
pleura. We found that the pleura was highly nonlinear and mildly anisotropic, being roughly twice as stiff in the
direction parallel to the ribs vs. perpendicular to the ribs (large-strain modulus = 20.44 vs. 11.49 MPa). We also
did not find significant correlations for most pleural properties with age or BMI, but it must be recognized that
the age range (59 ± 9.5 yrs) and BMI range (31 ± 5.3) of the donors in our study was not what one might expect
from combatants, and there could be differences for younger, lighter individuals. We found a significantly higher
low-strain modulus in the diabetic donors (0.213 vs. 0.100 MPa), consistent with the general tendency of tissue
to stiffen in diabetes. The nonlinearity and tensile strength should be considered in material design and selection
for future surgical simulators.

1. Introduction

Tension pneumothorax (Fig. 1) refers to the progressive buildup of
air within the thoracic cavity, often caused by a gunshot wound to the
chest. In its most severe cases, the increased pressure may cause a lung
to collapse and ultimately lead to traumatic arrest. This condition is
associated with 3–4% of total battlefield casualties and is estimated to
be the second most common preventable cause of combat-related
deaths behind hemorrhage (McPherson et al., 2006; Holcomb et al.,
2007; Mabry and McManus, 2008). The standard of care for people
suffering from a tension pneumothorax is chest decompression via
needle thoracostomy (Beckett et al., 2011; Grabo et al., 2014; Hecker
et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2007). In this procedure, a 14–16 G cannula is
advanced into the pleural cavity, creating a passage for air to escape.
Certified first responders and combat medics are typically trained on
this procedure using commercially available surgical simulators
(Issenberg, 1999). For example, the TraumaMan® surgical simulator
(SIMULAB Corporation, Seattle, WA, USA) allows medical professionals
to practice needle decompression, chest tube insertion, and other

emergency procedures. These training tools rely on synthetic materials
to emulate the different layers of biological tissue found in the thorax.
Accurate reproduction of the native tissue properties allows for more
realistic training, and is thought to lead to a better performed procedure
(Delingette, 1998). For purposes of selecting materials to be used as
modeling tissue, manufacturers rely on the qualitative input from ex-
perienced practitioners. In particular, the principal requisite for a
chosen synthetic to mimic pleural tissue is to capture the characteristic
pop that occurs when this membrane is punctured. Current simulators
use this qualitative design specification as a guideline for material de-
sign, but fail to consider other mechanical properties of the tissue. This
failure represents a particular challenge considering that – to the best of
the authors’ knowledge – there are no data reported on the mechanical
properties of human parietal pleura.

The parietal pleura has been studied in other contexts, including
electrical resistance (Sarkos et al., 2002), hydraulic conductivity
(Negrini et al., 1990), and its role in pleural fluid turnover (Miserocchi,
1997). In addition, the visceral pleura received considerable attention
in the 1980s and 90s (Hajji et al., 1979; Stamenovic, 1984; Humphrey
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et al., 1986, 1987; Humphrey, 1987; Suki et al., 1992) for its role in
respiratory mechanics and as a model planar tissue. Visceral pleura was
again used as a model planar tissue recently (Freed et al., 2014, 2017),
with biaxial extension being employed to characterize the tissue and to
evaluate a constitutive framework. The mechanics of the parietal
pleura, however, have not been studied. Therefore, it was the goal of
this work to study the deformation behavior and mechanical properties
of the human cadaveric parietal pleura.

2. Methods

Uniaxial extension to failure experiments were performed on ca-
daveric pleura samples obtained through American Donor Services
(Cottage Grove, MN, USA). Research reported on this publication is
IRB-exempt under the code of Federal Regulations part 46 Protection of
Human Subjects. Samples were collected from a total of 14 donors
(34–70 y/o). A summary of demographic information is shown in
Table 1.

2.1. Sample preparation (Fig. 2)

Parietal pleura was dissected and excised from the intercostal
muscle. Samples were manually cut into dog-bone shapes approxi-
mately 15 mm long and 2 mm wide across the shaft, and dotted with
black ink for strain tracking. To test the directionality dependence of
the mechanical properties, dog-bones were aligned to two primary di-
rections, parallel to the rib (RIB) and perpendicular to the rib (CROSS).
Samples were stored in phosphate-buffered saline until immediately
before testing.

2.2. Experimental protocol

Uniaxial extension to failure tests were performed on a TA
Instruments TestBench machine (New Castle, DE, USA) with the sample
submerged in a temperature-controlled water bath at 37 °C. Samples
were pre-conditioned for 5 cycles at 20% strain using a triangular
waveform at a frequency of 0.025 Hz. Immediately following pre-
conditioning, samples were pulled to failure at a strain rate of 1%s−1

based on the undeformed sample length between the clamps. Testing
was video-recorded with a Canon EOS Rebel T6 camera (Melville, NY,
USA).

2.3. Data analysis

An in-house image tracking code in Matlab was used to track dots on
the tissue during testing. The stretch ratio (λ) was calculated based on
the movement of these dots. Using the initial dimensions of each
sample, the 1st Piola Kirchhoff stress (PK1) was computed, and stress-
stretch curves were generated. Six characteristic parameters were
analyzed, as shown in Fig. 3. The ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and the
stretch at failure (λmax) were defined by the point where the sample
failed. Strain energy density (W) was defined as the area under the
stress-stretch curve and represented the amount of energy required to
stretch the sample to failure. Following previous studies (Babu et al.,
2015; Freed et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2009; Skelley et al., 2015), we
used a bilinear fit to analyze the data and determined two moduli and a
transition point. The high-strain tangent modulus E2 was taken as the
slope of the linear portion of the curve fitted between 30–70% of the
UTS. The low-strain tangent modulus E1 was taken as the slope of the
toe region of the curve (≤ 1% of UTS). The transitional stretch (λt) was
defined as the stretch at which the two linear fits intercepted. All six
parameters were compared between the two directions of interest (i.e.
RIB vs CROSS), and over the other relevant demographic information
(i.e. age, BMI, smoker vs. non-smoker, diabetic vs. non-diabetic).

Fig. 1. Tension pneumothorax and needle thoracostomy (adapted from figure 965 of
Gray's Anatomy (Standring, and Gray, 2008)). The needle is positioned between two ribs
and is advanced until it punctures the parietal pleura. This releases the air from the
pleural cavity and relieves the pressure on the lung.

Table 1
Donor demographics. The columns n CROSS and n RIB give the number of samples perpendicular to and parallel to the ribs obtained for each donor, respectively.

Donor Gender Age BMI Diabetic Smoker n CROSS n RIB

A Male 34 22 – – 0 8
B Female 59 37 – + 3 1
C Male 54 33 – + 4 0
D Male 56 37 – – 5 1
E Male 55 27 – + 3 1
F Male 70 34 + + 1 3
G Male 67 39 + + 6 9
H Male 62 32 – – 3 3
I Female 57 30 – + 2 1
J Male 69 31 + + 4 2
K Male 70 32 + – 4 3
L Male 63 23 – – 1 2
M Male 53 29 – – 1 3
N Male 53 25 – + 1 1
Total/Mean ± SD M(12)/F(2) 59 ±

9.5
31 ±
5.3

4(+)/10(-) 8(+)/6(-) 38 38
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2.4. Statistical analysis

In order to test the directionality dependence of the parameters
studied, all samples aligned in a given direction for each donor were
lumped, and subsequently a paired t-test was performed between
CROSS and RIB samples for all donors from whom both types had been
obtained (n = 12). For continuous-variable demographic information,
i.e. age and BMI, a linear regression between each mechanical para-
meter and these variables was computed, and the p-value for the null

hypothesis of zero slope was computed. The effect of binary demo-
graphic information (tobacco use and diabetes) was also subjected to a
statistical analysis. A t-test was performed for donors who were re-
ported as smokers (n = 8) vs. non-smokers (n = 6) and for diabetic (n
= 4) vs. non-diabetic (n = 10) donors.

3. Results

Fig. 4 shows typical stress-stretch curves for samples in the RIB and
CROSS directions. Like most soft tissues, the parietal pleura samples
showed a low-stiffness toe region followed by a transition to greater

Fig. 2. Sample preparation. A) Entire intercostal section with
intact skin, adipose tissue, intercostal muscle, ribs, and parietal
pleural membrane. B) Blunt dissection of parietal pleural mem-
brane with waterproof black ink dotting. C) Dog-bone sample cut
from the large tissue sample in (B). D) Gripped dog-bone sample
mounted on TA Electroforce TestBench instrument for uniaxial
extension to failure.

Fig. 3. Quantitative measurements of mechanical behavior. The low-strain modulus (E1)
and the high-strain modulus (E2) were calculated by fitting lines to the stress-stretch
curve, with their intersection defining the transition stretch (λt). The ultimate tensile
stress (UTS) and stretch at failure (λmax) were also calculated, as well as the strain energy
(W), i.e., the integral of the λ-S curve.

Fig. 4. Representative data of five samples for the same donor. C = CROSS, R = RIB.
Data are only shown up to the peak stress.
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stiffness and finally failure.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the comparison between the CROSS and RIB

directions yielded statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) for five
of the six quantities studied (all except strain energy), indicating sig-
nificant anisotropy in the tissue. Specifically, samples aligned in the
CROSS direction showed longer toe regions (λt = 1.22 vs. 1.12), larger
failure stretches (λmax = 1.45 vs. 1.32), and lower ultimate tensile
strength (UTS = 1.89 vs. 2.95 MPa). The stiffness of the tissue was also
lower in the CROSS direction, both in the low-strain (E1 = 0.11 vs.
0.21 MPa) and the high-strain (E2 = 11.49 vs. 20.44 MPa) regimes.
Taken together, these indicate that the tissue is more compliant, more
distensible, and less strong in the CROSS direction than in the RIB di-
rection.

Plotting the properties vs. age (Fig. 6) showed a significant re-
lationship between age and the low-strain modulus E1 (p = 0.047). The
rest of the plots showed no significant trends, with R2 values all less
than 0.21 and p-values all greater than 0.1. It is notable that the tissue
from a 34-year old donor had low UTS, modulus, and strain energy
when compared to tissue from the other donors, who were aged 53–70.
Although it is not possible to draw statistically meaningful conclusions
from this single data point, and the age range of donor tissue tends to
skew towards older individuals, the 34-year-old data point merits fur-
ther investigation. The question of age dependence is further empha-
sized by the relative youth of military combatants. There was also no
significant change in properties with BMI (Fig. 7); no effect of BMI was
expected, but this result is again important in light of the fact that
soldiers tend to be quite trim.

We saw no significant changes to the tissue properties between the
smoker and non-smoker groups (Fig. 8a and b), but there were differ-
ences between the diabetic and non-diabetic groups (Fig. 8c and d),
some of which were significant at the 95% confidence level. Specifi-
cally, the diabetic tissue was stiffer (E1 = 0.21 vs. 0.10 MPa, p = 0.039;
E2 = 19.15 vs. 12.02 MPa, p = 0.167), stronger (UTS = 2.96 vs.
1.84 MPa, p = 0.18), and had a shorter toe region (λt = 0.47 vs. 1.24,
p = 0.00025) when compared to the non-diabetic tissue.

4. Discussion

The major result of this study is the quantification of the mechanical
properties of the human parietal pleura, which is particularly relevant
to surgical simulator design (Berkenstadt et al., 2006; Davis et al.,
2012). Current simulators include a variety of materials to replicate the

parietal pleura including viscoelastic foam impregnated with silicone or
latex (Buckman, 2009), nylon mesh coated with silicone (Toly, 2004),
and layered latex and fabric (Dawson et al., 2004). The results of this
study will help define a standard for parietal pleura synthetics for future
surgical models.

Fig. 5. Paired t-test results comparing the mechanical properties of pleura tissue in the
CROSS and RIB directions. The two directions showed significantly different properties
with the transition stretch (λt), the maximum stretch (λmax), and the low-strain modulus
(E1) having p-values of < 0.05, and the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and high–strain
modulus (E2) having p-values of <0.01. This indicates pleura tissue is more rigid in the
direction of the ribs.

Fig. 6. Linear regression of mechanical parameters vs Age [years]. The data showed a
significant relationship between the low-strain modulus (E1) and age, with a p-value of
0.047. This suggests the stiffening of pleura in the low-strain regime with age. All other
parameters showed no significant relationship with age. On average, soldiers are 21.6
years old when they enter the US Army (Hruby et al., 2017). Only E1 gave a linear fit with
a slope significantly different from zero (p < 0.05).

Fig. 7. Linear regression of mechanical parameters vs BMI. No relationship between the
mechanical parameters and BMI was observed from the data. All parameters had p-values
> 0.6. 55.9% of soldiers are considered to be underweight or of normal weight (BMI <
25) and 34.2% of soldiers are considered to be overweight (25 ≤ BMI < 30) when
entering the US Army (Hruby et al., 2017).
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We found the parietal pleura to be highly nonlinear (E2 ≈ 100X E1)
and moderately anisotropic (roughly twice as stiff parallel to the ribs),
which is consistent with observations made about a number of different
collagenous tissues (see (Fung, 2010) or any other good tissue me-
chanics text). While the significance of the anisotropy is not clear, the
nonlinearity undoubtedly affects the practitioner's experience during
needle insertion and should be considered in the materials selection for
future surgical simulators. It may prove advantageous to use a mem-
brane model such as (Freed et al., 2014) to model the mechanical be-
havior of the parietal pleura, with appropriate modification to account
for tissue anisotropy. Other structural models (e.g., Bellini et al., 2016;
Billiar et al., 1997; Gasser et al., 2006; Holzapfel et al., 2000; Ramesh
et al., 2009) could also be applied.

We found almost no correlation in properties with age or BMI. This
result is important given that a majority of soldiers are young and have
a BMI below 25 (Hruby et al., 2017), but tissue donors tend to be older
(59 ± 9.5 years old in this study) and more overweight (BMI = 31 ±
5.3). Our donor range was far enough removed from the typical soldier
range, however, that care should still be taken in using our data. There
was no correlation with age or BMI over the range studied, but there
could be differences in parietal properties in significantly younger and
fitter adults. The lack of effect of smoking was expected since the
parietal pleura does not contact inhaled air, but we considered it an
important test because smoking has such profound effects on lung
biology.

The significant effect of diabetes was interesting and merits further
study. Diabetes is well known to lead to stiffening of arteries and other
collagenous tissues throughout the body (Yang et al., 2004; Fields et al.,

2015; Yang et al., 2017), so one might expect to see stiffening of the
parietal pleura as well, but we believe that this is the first study in
which the effect of diabetes on parietal pleura stiffness was reported.
There is no indication that the stiffening has functional consequences.

The results of this study could also be relevant to the improvement
of finite-element injury models, which generally lump the parietal
pleura in with the surrounding soft tissue rather than treating it as a
separate mechanical element (Niu et al., 2008; Gibbons et al., 2015;
Danelson and Stitzel, 2015; Hayes et al., 2014). Some vehicular impact
models use morphomic variables, such as body fat and muscle com-
position, to predict thoracic injuries (Zhang et al., 2013). The addition
of parietal pleura to these models could improve the accuracy of the
injury predictions.
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